15.march 2020
To all valued clients and business partners of KLIFO A/S
Kindly be advised that the current COVID-19 situation in Denmark and the Danish authorities’
precaution measures will have an impact on the distribution of IMP/Ancillaries from KLIFO to
EU and 3rd countries.
As of tomorrow - March 14th at 12:00(noon) - the Danish borders will be closed. This will
ultimately mean that most passenger-flights to and from Denmark will be cancelled.
A large portion of KLIFOs shipments go with the commercial passenger airlines and thus will be
heavily affected.
Please note that ground-transport passage carrying medicine across the Danish-German and
Danish-Swedish -borders is allowed.
We at KLIFO are in close contact with our transport vendors to ensure that we have options to
mainland Europe by road. This could nevertheless mean that we will be somewhat challenged
in our usual “day to day delivery” service.
We therefore urge you to contact us should you have urgent needs - We will then do our
utmost to satisfy your requirements.
For studies where DHL is utilized we do not at present expect the same effect - as DHL flights
are freighters. We do however foresee a potential surplus freight on the DHL/UPS/FedEx
freighters, eventually leading to off-loads/delays/backlogs etc.
At present we are able to distribute IMP/Ancillaries from our Depots in Australia, Georgia,
Israel, Russia, Singapore, Ukraine and USA.
We will be monitoring the situation and share updates as information becomes available.
For ‘over-seas’ shipments we will need to investigate our options on a case by case basis and
will get back to you with recommended solutions.
For any questions or concerns please contact us at:
+45 44 222 995 or Email: distribution@klifo.com
Yours sincerely,
Christina Vinum
Vice President
Clinical Trial Supply Solutions
KLIFO A/S
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